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AN EQUIV ALENCE RELATION ON THE LATTICE OF 

TOPOLOGIES ON A SET 

By Norman Levine 

1. Introduction 

Kel1ey [1, Chapter 2J notes that two topologies on a set X are equaI iff conver

gent nets and their 1imit points correspond in both topologies. 

1n this paper we consider the weaker condition that convergent nets but not 

necessari1y 1imit points correspond in both topologies. This leads to an equivalence 

relation for topologies on X different fromequa1ity. 

1n this section we develop an equivalent condition in terms of topological struc

tures which enables us to study the invariance of severaI topological properties. 
Equivalence of topologies is forma1ized in the foIlowing 

DEFINITION 1. 1. Topologies ‘r and ‘r* on X areeq찌뼈짧(written ‘7三7션 

iff every ..r -convergent net in X is ‘r*-convergent and conversely. 

That equivalent topologies need not be equal is shown in 

EXAMPLE 1. 2. Let X = {a, b} , ..9í = {rjJ, X} , yz = {rjJ, {a} , X} , .Ý캉= {rjJ, {b} , X} and 

..9;" = {rjJ, {a} , {b} , X}. 1t is easy to see that 껴=킹三캉줌양. 

THEOREM 1. 3. LetY and ‘r* be toþologies on X , ‘r being indiscrete. Then 

‘7용三..r zJf there exists a þoint x in X sκch that Xis the only Y*-oþen set con

taining x. 

The proof of this theorem and severaI others in this paper fol1ows from the 

fol1owing lemma whose proof is omitted. 

LEMMA 1. 4. Let D~rjJ and 르 the relation on D defùied by d1르d2 for all d1, d2 

z'n D. Then (D , 르) is a direc!ed set. We shal! call 르 the triν'ial order on D. 

We continue now with the proof of Theorem 1. 3. 

Sufficiency. Suppose X is the only ‘r*-open set containing x. Then every net 

in X is ‘7용-convergent (to x). But every net in X is Y -convergent (to every 

point of X) and hence ‘7첼‘r. 
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Necessity. Let (D, 르) be the directed set in Lemma 1. 4, with D=X and let 

z" : D• X be the identity net. Since the net z' : D• X is ‘:T -convergent and ‘7용르 

‘:T, it follows that z" : D• X is ‘.9'""*-convergent to some point x in X. Let xε0육 
ε.9'""* ; then the net z" : D• X is eventually in 0*. But X =z' W] CO* since 르 is 

the trivial order on D. Thus X is the only ‘:T*-open set containing x. 

A similar argument proves the next result which uncovers the topological nature 

of our equivalence relation. This formulation is useful in the study of the invar. 

iance of many topological properties. 

THEOREM 1. 5. Let ‘:T and ‘:T* be topologz"es on X with closure opeγators c and 

C퓨 and z"nterz'or operators Int and Int용 respectz"ve!y. The follow z"ng are equz"valent: 

(1) ，5T용三‘:T (2) n {cAα : αεL1} =ø 짜f n {c*Aa : αεL1} =ø for all collectz"ons {Aα 

: αεL1} (3) X = U {IntAα : αεL1} 짜f X=U {In션Aa: αεL1} for all collectz"ons {Aa 

: αεL1} • 

PROOF. We show only the equivalence of (1) and (2) , the equivalence of (2) 
and (3) being obvious. 

Suppose (1) holds and let {Aa: αEL1} be a fam iIy of sets for which n {cAα : 

αεL1} opø. We wiIl show that n {c* Aa : αεL1} opø. Let xEn {cAa : αEL1} ; then N 

nAaopø for all αεL1 and all Nεη(x， ‘r). Let (D, 르) be the directed set in 
Lemma 1. 4 with D= L1 and let 르， be the usual ordering on η(x， ‘:T)(N1르'N2 iff 

N 1CN2). Let D용=DXη(x， ‘:T) and let 르용 be the product ordering. Let S : D*• 

X as follows: S(α， N)εNnAα. It is cIear that S is ,5T -convergent to x. Since 
‘7츄프‘:T， there exists a point y in X such that S is ‘:T*-convergent to y. We 

complete the proof by showing that yεc* Aa for all αEL1 or that N육nAaopø for 
all αεL1 and all N용εη(y，，5T*). Fix α%εL1 and N*εη(y， ‘7선. Since S is even

tually in N*, there exists a pair (α， N)εD* such that S여， M)εN용 when 여， M) 

르*(α， N). In particular, (선， N)르*Cα， N) and hence S(a*， N)εN*. But 

S(α육;N)ENnA하 and hence N￥nAa*opø. 

N ow , suppose (2) holds. Let S : D• X be a net in X which ‘:T -converges to 

x ; let α= {A : S is frequently in A}. Then xεn {cA: Aεα}. If x E;iËcA, then S is 

eventually in 'Ø"cA and hence not frequently in A. By (2) , there exists a point 

y in n {c*A: Aεα}. We show now that S is ‘7휴-convergent to y. Let yEO용ε 

‘:T* and suppose that S is not eventually in 0*. Then S is frequently in 'Ø"O휴 

and hence 'Ø"O￥gα. Thus yεc*'Ø"O*= 'Ø"O* and yE;iËOξ a contradiction. 
/ 

2. Invariance of topological properties 

In this section we investigate the invariance of several topological prl매erti않· 
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First we show that equivalence is the same as equality for T l-spaces. 

DEFINITION 2. 1. For ‘r a topology on X , we denote by [‘r] the set of all‘ 

topo1ogies ‘r* such that ‘7프‘7용. 

THEOREM 2.2. If ‘r z.s a T Ctopo!ogy on X , then [.:T] = {‘r}. 
PROOF. Let ‘r*三‘r: we show that ‘!T*=.:T. Firstly, ‘r* is a T l-topology. 

Tosee this let x~y. Then c({x})nc({y})=cþ since ‘r is a Tctop이ogy and hence

by (2) of Theorem 1. 5, 션( {x})nc융({y}) =cþ. Thus, ‘7육 is a Tctop이ogy. Let 

xεoεr ; then X=OUW {x} and by (3) of Theorem 1. 5 it follows that X=In란O 

UInt*W {x}. Hence xEIn션OcO and it follows that ‘7ιr*. By symmetry, W P. 

get ‘r*c.:T. 

The converse of Theorem 2.2 is false as seen in 

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let X = {a, b, c} and .:T = {cþ, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c} , x}. (X, ‘!T) is not a 
T Cspace, but [‘r] ={‘r}. Suppose ‘7￥三‘r ; we must show that ‘r*= ‘!T. Con
sider the sequence SI : b, c, b, c, .... This sequence is not .:T -convergent and hence 

is not ‘r*-convergent. Thus ‘7뚫 {rþ, X} ; by Theorem 1.3, each point of X 

has a ‘7퓨-neighborhood other than X. Next consider the sequence S2 : a, b, a, b, .•.•. 

This sequence is .r -convergent to b and hence is Y*-convcrgent to some point 

x in X. Let 0* be the smallest ‘y각-open set containing x. Since 0용~X and S2 is 
eventually in 0"", it follows that 0육 = {a, b}. Let S3: a, c, a, c, …. Repeating the 

above argument, there exists a point y in X such that {a, c} is the smallest ‘7츄 

-open set containirìg y. Since {a} = {a, b} n {a, c} εr*， it follows that x=b and y’ =cι • 
Thus ‘!T*= ‘!T 

T 0 is a necessary condition for et],uivalence to imply. equality as shown in 

THEOREM 2. 4. Let [Y] = {‘!T}. Then ‘y • z.s a T o-topo!ogy. 

PROOF. Suppose that ..9• is not a T o-topology; there exist then points a~b in 
X such that c( {a}) =c( {b}). Let ‘7휴=‘rv {cþ , {b} , X}. It is cIear that ‘7ζ!T*， 

‘r ~Y*. It suffices to show that ‘7三‘r*. Let S: D• X be a Y -convergent 
net with Iimit point x. If x~b， then S is ‘r용-convergent to x. If x=b, then S 
is Y*-convergent to a. 

The converse of Theorem 2.4 is false as shown in example 1. 2 and T 0 is not 

invariant relative to equivalence. Any sepa:ration property stronger than T 1 is 

invariant (Theorem 2.2). We now investigate the invariance of several other 
topological properties the definitions of which can be found in [1]. Note that 
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regluarity is not assumed in our definition of paracompactness. 

THEOREM 2.5. The following properties are inν'ariant χnder equivalence: (1) 

compactness (2) sequentz"al compactness (3) countable compactness (4) connectedness 

(5) Lindelbf (6) normality (7) collectionwise normality (8) full norma!z"ty (9) para

compactness (10) countable paracompactness (11) metacompactness (12) eν'ery open 

cover zs even. 

PROOF. The invariance of properties (1) to (3) follows directly from their 
equivalent formulations in terms of nets. The invariance of (4) is a corollary to 

the following 

LEMMA 2. 6. Let ‘r*프‘r on X and ACX. Then A is ‘r-clopen 짜f A z's 
.:T*-clopen. 

PROOF. A is ‘r -clopen iff cA n c'ð' A = rþ iff c* A n c￥'ð' A=rþ iff A is Y*-clopen. 
(See (2) of Theorem 1.5.) 

To prove (5) , let ‘r be Lindelöf and Y르‘7싹. If X=U {O*a: αεLI} where 
O성ε7휴 for all α， then by (3) of Theorem 1. 5, X = U {IntO다 : αεLI} ， Int being 
the Y -interior operator. Thus X = U {IntO* N. : z'= 1, …, n, …} and hence X= U {Oξ 

~I - ~ Ui 

:i=l , 2, …} • 

To prove (6) , let ‘r be normal and ‘7렐‘r. Let E*nF*=rþ, E* and F* 
being ‘r*-closed. Then c*E*nc*함=rþ and by (2) of Theorem 1. 5, cE*ncF*= 

rþ' Since ‘r is normal. there exist 0 1' O2 in ‘r such that cE*C01, cF*ζ02 and 

o]noz=rþ. Thus cE용n 'ð'Ol =rþ and cF용n 'ð'02=rþ. Using (2) of Theorem 1. 5 again, 

c*E*nc*'ð'O]=rþ and c*F*n c*'ð'02 = rþ. Thus E*C'ð'c*'ð'O]=Int*O] and F융ζ'ð'c휴 

1rOz=Int*02' Hence E* and F* are separated by disjoint, ‘r*-open sets and 

‘ r* is normal. 

Before continuing, we inject the following 

LEMMA 2. 7. Let ‘7三‘!T* and {Aa: αεLI} a Y -locally ß껴te (dz'screte) famUy 
of sets 쩌 X. Then {Aa: αεLI} z's ‘r*-locally fùzite (discrete). 

PROOF. For each x in X , there exists an 0"ε!T such that xε0" and {α : 0" 
nAa'=rþ} is finite (is rþ or a singleton). Thus X=U {O,,: xEX} and by (3) of 
Theorem 1. 5, X = U {Int*O" : xεX}. That {Aa: αELÍ} is ‘r*-locally finitc (dis
<:rete) follows from the fact that Int*O "CO ,,' 

We now prove that (7) is invariant. Let .Ý’ be collectionwise nornal <l.:ld ‘7•% 

드‘!T. Suppose then that {E다 : αELI} is a ‘r*-discrete family of ‘ý'""*-closcd 
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sets. Then {E다 : αELI} is a ‘r -discrete family of sets and hence {cE다 : αεLI} 
is also a ‘r -discrete family of closed sets. Thus there exists a disjoint family of 
‘ r -open sets 0α such that cE다n'?oα=rþ for each α. By (2) of.Theorem 1. 5, it 

follows that c*E다nc*，?Oa=rþ and hence E다c'?c휴'?Oα = Int*Oα. Clearly {In란Oa 

: αεLI} is a disjoint family of ‘7용-open sets. 

Of the remaining properties, we prove only (9) and (12). 

To show (9) , let ‘r= ‘r* and suppose ‘r is paracompact. Let X = U {O강 : α 
εLI}， 0다εr*. Then by (3) of Theorem 1. 5, X = U {IntO다 : αELI} and Int 

0*αεY. There exists then a Y-open locally finite refinement {Or: rEn of 

{Int 0다 : αεLI}. By Lemma 2.7 {Int*O v : rεn is a Y*-open locally finite r 
r랴inement of {Or: rεn and hence of {O* a : αεLI} also. Thus Y육 is paracom-
pact. 

Finally, let ‘7三y* and suppose Y has property (12) ; let 0상 : αELI} be a 

‘r*-open cover of X. By (3) of Theorem 1. 5, {IntO다 : αELI} is a Y -open 

<:over of X , and hence there exists a ‘rx‘Y’~ -open set V containing the diagonal 

in XXX such that {v [xl : xεX} refines {IntO다 : αELI}. For each xεX， there 
,exists an Oxεr such that (x, x)εO;r;XO;r;CV. Let W*= U {Int*O;r;xIn션Ox : xε 
X} ; then W* is a ‘r*X ‘r*-open set in XXX which contains the diagonal and 

{W*[쩌 :xεX} refines {O다 : αεLI} as the reader can easily verify. 

The next result enumerates topological properties which are not invariant rela' 

tive to equivalence and for which we give counterexamples. 

THEORM 2.8. The following properties are not invarz'ant μnder equivalence: (1) 

Ro(xεoεr implies that c {x} CO) (2) T 0 (3) regμla서ty (4) complete regularzïy 

(5) perfect normality (6) conφlete normality (7) second axiom of coμntabz'lity (8) se

þarability (9) local c01tnecteness 

PROOF. We refer to example 1.2 for (1) (5). 
’ 

The following example takes care of (7) (9). 

EXAMPLE 2. 9. Let X be an uncountable set and ‘r = {rþ, X}. Let X :FY in X 

and define ‘r*= {O*: O*=X or {x ,y}C'?O* or xεOξ y풍0* and '?O육 is finite}. 
Since X is the only Y*-open set containing y, it follows from Theorem 1. 3 that 

‘r*=Y. ‘r hasproperties (7) (9) , but ‘r* has none of the properties. 
If X= {a, b, c, d }, Y = {rþ, X }, ‘r*= {rþ, {a} , {a, b} , {a, c} , {a, b, c} , X} , then Y 

드‘r* (The야em 1. 3), Y is completely normal, but ‘r* is not. 
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THEOREM 2. 10. Let ‘7용·三..r on X and suppose both ‘r and ..r용 are locally 

connected. lf ACX, then A Z"S a ‘7츄-component zjf A Z"S a ‘r-co때onent. 

PROOF. Let A be a ..r -component of X. Then A is ‘r -clopen and hence A is 

‘r*-clopen by Lemma 2.6. We will show in Theorem 3.2 that An..r프An‘7싹. 

Since A is Aπr -connected, it folows from Theorem 2.5 that A is An..r*-con

nected. But clopen and connected implies component 

3. Properties of equivalent topologies 

In this section we further investigate the nature of equivalence. First we note 

that homeomorphic topologies need not be equivalent. 

EXAMPLE 3. 1. Let X = {a, b, c} and ‘r = {rþ, {a} , {b, c} ,X} , ..r￥= {rþ, {b} , {a, c} ,X} . 

..r and ..r* are homeomorphic, but the sequence S(2n) =a and S(2n+ 1) =c is, 

‘r츄-convergent ， but not ‘r -convergent. 

Secondly we note that subspace topologies generated by equivalent topologies 

need not be equivalent. in example 2. 9, ‘7드‘7ξ but W {y} π7올W{y}n‘7휴. 

Closed subspaces, products and coproducts are more tractable as shown by the 

fo l1owing theorems. 

THEOREM 3. 2. Let ..r￥三‘r on X and YCX, Y both ..r*-closed and ‘r-closed. 

Then Yn‘7￥드Yn‘r. 

PROOF. Let S : D• Y be Yαr -convergent. Then S : D-• X is ..r -convergent 

and hence ‘r*-convergent. Since S W] CY and Y is ‘r*-closed, S: D• Y is 
Yn ‘r*-convergent. 

THEOREM 3. 3. Let (X, ..r) = x {(X _, ..r _) : α딩} and (X，..r선 =X{(Xα’ ‘7성): a- a 

αεL1}. Then ‘7三‘r* 짜f ‘ra三‘r*α for all αε.1. (Xα;얘 for all αε.1 and 

.1 7얘. ) 

PROOF. Let ‘7α三‘r*α for each αε.1 and suppose that S : D• X is ‘r-conver

gent. Then P aOS : D• X a is ..r -convergent, P a denoting the α-projection， and 

hence ‘r강-convergent for each αε.1. It follows then that S : D• X is ‘r*-con-

vergent. 

Conversely, let ‘7三‘r* and fix ßε.1. We show that ‘7β三‘7때 ; let S: D• 

X ß be ‘Fβ-convergent. For α~ß， choose XaεXα and define T : D• X as follows: 

P/T(d))=S(d) and Pα(T(d))=xa for α;엽. Then T:D• X is ..r-convergent 

and hence also ..r*-convergent. It follows that S=PßoT is ..r업-convergent. 

’ 
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THEOREM 3. 4. Lel (X , ‘r)= 2: {(Xa , Y a) : αE.1} and (X , Y*) = 2: {(Xα’ 

r다) : αε.1}. {Xa : αε.1} being a disjo쩌I lamily 01 sets. Then ‘7三‘r* zjf 

‘7α三‘r*α lor all αε.1. 

PROOF. If ‘7드‘r*， then ‘7 三‘7용 for each α by Theorem 3. 2 since each a α 

X is both ‘r -closed and ‘r*-closed and ‘r_.=x~n‘r， ‘r휴 =x~n‘5T*. The 
α a 

converse follows from the fact that Xα is both Y -open and Y*-open. We omi t 

the details. 

The following theorems deal with the equivalence class determined by a topo

logy. We show that Ro-topologies are the smallest in their equivalence class and 

that a topology is T 0 if it is maximal in its class. 

THEOREM 3.5. Let ‘r be an Ro-topology and ‘7드‘7용• Then ‘rcY*. 

PROOF. Let xεoε5T. Then c(x)CO and hence c(x) n'G'O = çb. By (2) of 

Theorem 1.5, c*(x)nc*'G'o=çb and xε'G'c용'G'O=In션OCO. Thus 0εr*. 

THEOREM 3.6. 11 ‘r is ηzaximal in [‘r] , then ‘7• is a T o-topology. 

See the proof of Theorem 2.4. The converse of Theorem 3.6 fails as shown in 

EXAMPLE 3.7. Let X be the reals and ‘r= {O: O=çb or O=X or 0=(-∞， 상 

for some xEX} ; let ‘7용=‘ru{(-∞， O]}. Then Y is a To-topology , ‘7ιr*. 

‘5T=;é‘7츄’ ‘7드y* as the reader can verify. 
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